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Nuclear Medicine Dosimetry

MIRD formalism

Ã: Cumulated activity

Quantitative Imaging

Time-Activity Curve integration

S: Absorbed Dose Calculation

And... global accuracy relies on both terms:

Improving Ã requires improving S (and vice-versa)



Diagnostics dosimetry

«Radiation dose to patients from radiopharmaceuticals»

1988 ICRP Publication 53. Ann. ICRP 18 (1-4)

1993 Addendum 1 to ICRP Publication 53. Ann. ICRP 22(3)

1998 Addendum 2 to ICRP Publication 53. Ann. ICRP 28 (3)

2008 Addendum 3 to ICRP Publication 53. Ann. ICRP 38 (1-2)
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ICRP Approach (Diagnostics)

Ã
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ICRP Approach (Diagnostics)



Snyder 1975
Cristy & Eckerman 1987

Stabin 1995

Computing models

 Fig. A-2. External views of the phantoms and superimposed cross-sections within the middle trunk of the
newborn and adult male phantoms, depicting the space from the bottom of the liver to the top of the liver. In the
younger phantoms, the head is relatively larger, the legs are relatively smaller, and the trunk is relatively
thicker. The geometry of the organs may change dramatically from birth to adulthood. The "1 5-AF" and the
"Adult male" phantoms have breasts appropriate for a reference adult female, which are not shown.
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Elemental composition of the tissues

The Monte Carlo radiation transport code (Ryman, Warner and Eckerman 1987) recognizes
three tissue types: skeletal, lung, and all other tissue (called "soft tissue" here). The elemental com-
position of each tissue type (for all phantoms except the newborn) is given in Table A-l. The com-
positions were derived from data in ICRP Publication 23 (ICRP 1975); they differ slightly from the
compositions given by Snyder et al. (1974) for their adult phantom, because ICRP’s revision of the
P content of the body was included (see Addendum of ICRP 1980) and the minor elements F and
Si were included. The value of µ/p for each tissue in Table A-l differs trivially from the value for
the corresponding tissue as defined by Snyder et al.

On the basis of data in Table 105 of ICRP Publication 23, the densities of skeletal and soft tis-
sues were changed slightly from those given by Snyder et al. Compared with the densities assigned
by Snyder et al., the new densities have been changed from 1.4862 to 1.4 g/cm3 for skeletal tissue
and from 0.9869 to 1.04 g/cm3 for soft tissue. The lung density is unchanged but was rounded to
three significant digits.

These elemental compositions were derived from information on adults and are used for all
phantoms except the newborn.

Newborn

It is generally acknowledged that the elemental composition and specific gravity of the newborn
are different from those of the adult. A higher water content and lower bone mineral content are
the  most prominent differences.  The  specific  gravity  of  the  newborn  is  about  1.02 g/cm3  compared



Reference Adult 
male/female 

ICRP 110

Paediatric series
Lee et al. (2010)

PMB 55(2):339-363

Pregnant female
Guo et al. (2010)
RPD 138(1):20-28

Computing models



ICRP Evolution
Recent reference report 
(ICRP 103)

New computing models
(ICRP 110 + ... ?)

New calculation scheme

New weighting factors

Transition phase!
(ex: ICRP 106)
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Figure�6.3:�Schematic�overview,� illustrating� the� calculation�of� the�effective�dose�according� to� ICRP�
103�[29].�

It�is�obvious�that�effective�dose�values�will�change�according�to�the�calculation�methodology�(ICRP�60�
or� ICRP103).�The� latter�changes�are�not�only�due�to�the�use�of�modified�weighting�factors,�but�also�
due� to� the� introduction�of� the� reference�voxel�models�and�due� to� the� sex�averaging.�Applying� the�
new�weighting�factors�on�a�set�of�equivalent�organ�doses�previously�calculated�with�a�mathematical�
phantom�will�therefore�not�result�in�a�correct�effective�dose�value.�In�fact,�previous�studies�showed�
that�for�some�radiopharmaceuticals,�equivalent�organ�dose�differences�up�to�150%�can�be�found�be�
tween� the�adult�male�mathematical�phantom�and� the�new�reference�male�voxel�model.�The� latter�
differences�could�be�attributed�to�significant�different�geometries�of�the�models�[134,135].�However,�
due� to� the� averaging� effect�of� the� summation,� the� effective� dose�differences� are� expected� to�be�
much�lower�[134,135].�

Until�today,�data�on�dose�coefficients�for�radiopharmaceuticals�using�the�new�recommendations�of�
the�ICRP�are�missing.�The�main�reason�for�this�is�that�the�absorbed�fractions�based�on�the�new�voxel�
models�are�not�yet�available.�

As�a�conclusion,�it�has�to�be�stated�that�the�modified�tissue�weighing�factors�and�the�subsequent�cal�
culation�of�the�effective�dose�according�to�the�formalism�of� ICRP�103�cannot�be�applied�to�nuclear�
medicine�at�present.�Therefore,�all�published�calculations�([27],�[40],�[54])�applying�the�ICRP�103�for�
malism�to�radiopharmaceuticals�have�to�be�considered�as�preliminary.��

A�reassessment�of�the�absorbed�doses�for�radiopharmaceuticals�using�known�biokinetic�data�and�ap�
plying�the�formalism�of� ICRP�103�needs�to�be�performed� in�the�near�future� in�order�to�ensure�that�
the� latest� findings� on� radiation� risk� are� considered.� This� is,� however,� beyond� the� scope� of��
PEDDOSE.NET.



New ICRP 110 models

Andersson et al. EJNMMI Physics 2014 1:9

Zankl et al. «Electron specific absorbed fractions for the adult male and female ICRP/
ICRU reference computational phantoms» Phys Med Biol 2012, 57(14):4501–4526

Andersson et al. «An internal radiation dosimetry computer program, IDAC2.0, for 
estimation of patient dose for radiopharmaceuticals» Radiat Prot Dosimetry 2013; doi:
10.1093/rpd/nct337



Diagnostics dosimetry:
Conclusion

Group Model Model
ICRP - MIRD DER



Molecular Radiotherapy

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GRRmX5eTa8s



Dosimetry for MRT:

Group Model Model
ICRP - MIRD DER

Specific

Patient-specific dosimetry requires AT LEAST a specific 
determination of Ãh



Is quantitative imaging for dosimetric purposes 
different from ‘conventional’ quantitative imaging 
in NM?

Quick answer: No...

...but some aspects are specific...

What kind of quantitative imaging is required for 
dosimetry? 

Quantitative imaging: 



Quantitative imaging: 

What quantitative imaging implies:

On principle: Absolute quantification

Activity concentration in all voxels (Bq/cc)

Corrections OK for the whole FOV

For the whole patient (space)

Follow radiopharmaceutical kinetics (time)

MIRD Phamphlet 16 (Siegel et al. JNM 40, 37s-61s, 1999)



Assessing errors: the main issue?
Methodologies have been proposed to correct for 
several effects that degrade the quantitative 
content of NM images

Many references are available in the literature!

Some approaches were implemented in clinical practice

Most remain as ‘one centre’ approach

So who’s right?

Dewaraja YK et al. 2012, MIRD pamphlet No. 23: 
Quantitative SPECT for patient-specific 3-dimensional dosimetry in internal radionuclide 

therapy. J Nucl Med 53(8), pp. 1310-25
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sation for nonuniform attenuation and for partial-volume
effects. The CT image sets can also be used to define the anat-
omy and the density map for patient-specific dosimetry. The
sequential SPECT and CT acquisitions during a single imag-
ing session with a hybrid system eliminate much of the error
and complexity associated with coregistration of SPECT and
CT images acquired on different systems. Figure 3 shows pa-
tient images used in recent SPECT/CT-based internal dosim-
etry studies. The figure compares SPECT images reconstructed
using the ordered-subsets expectation maximization (OS-EM)
iterative algorithm without and with correction for image-
degrading physical factors. The SPECT/CTacquisition and re-
construction methods corresponding to these images have
been previously reported (11,14,17).
Table 2 summarizes the results of recent SPECT studies in

which physical phantom measurements were used to evaluate
the reliability of lesion or organ activity quantification of
therapeutic radionuclides, as well as 99mTc. These studies
used OS-EM reconstruction with attenuation correction, scat-
ter correction, and in some cases CDR compensation and
partial-volume correction (PVC). From Table 2, one can
expect quantification accuracies of approximately 10% for
most organs and lesions, but larger errors are to be expected
for volumes with dimensions that are small relative to the
SPECT image resolution. In vivo validation is generally
more difficult than phantom validation. In a recent study,
Zeintl et al. reported quantitative accuracy within 17% in

16 patients undergoing 99mTc-diphosphonate bone imaging
by comparing SPECT/CT-based estimates of bladder ac-
tivity with well counter measurements of urine activity im-
mediately after imaging (18). Willowson et al. reported
clinical quantification accuracies within 7% in lung venti-
lation–perfusion studies by comparing the SPECT/CT-based
activity estimate with the known injected activity of 99mTc-
macroaggregated albumin (19).

SPECT/CT-based dose calculation obviates model-based
approximations and allows for nonuniform dosimetry down to
the voxel level. The simplest approach for voxel-level dosim-
etry is to assume that the emitted energy is locally absorbed,
that is, completely absorbed in the voxel in which the ra-
diation was emitted. Such an assumption is valid only for par-
ticles whose maximum range in tissue is equal to or less than
the voxel dimensions (typically .4 mm for SPECT). Local
energy deposition has been assumed in previous voxel-level
dosimetry calculations for 90Y b-particles (14) and for the
b-component of the dose for 131I (12). Current computational
approaches to voxel-level dosimetry that do not require an
assumption of complete intravoxel energy deposition include
the voxel S value method, the dose point–kernel method, and
the Monte Carlo radiation transport methods (9). The voxel S
value and dose point–kernel approaches are considered to be
a reasonable compromise between simplified body or organ
model–based calculations and more computer-intensive and
time-consuming methods based on Monte Carlo radiation
transport. Functional (e.g., from SPECT) and anatomic (e.g.,
from CT) imaging coupled with direct Monte Carlo radiation
transport is generally considered to be the most accurate and
most patient-specific of all currently available dose estimation
methods (10).

QUANTITATIVE SPECT TECHNIQUES FOR
NONUNIFORM DOSIMETRY

This section provides an overview of current best practices
for quantitative SPECT to determine regional or voxel-level
activities of therapeutic radionuclides or their surrogates.

Acquisition
In nearly all therapy imaging studies, parallel-hole colli-

mation is used with selection of a low-, medium-, or high-
energy collimator depending on the energy of the imaged
photon and any significant higher-energy photons, as well
as the desired balance of spatial resolution and sensitivity.
For the radionuclides listed in Table 1, the suggested col-
limators are low-energy for 117mSn, 153Sm, and 186Re;
medium-energy for 111In, 177Lu, and 67Cu; high-energy
for 131I; and medium- or high-energy for 67Ga, 90Y,
166Ho, and 188Re. For some radionuclides that are imaged
using a relatively low-energy photopeak, such as 166Ho
and 188Re, a medium- or high-energy collimator is recom-
mended because of septal penetration by higher-energy
g-emissions or by the considerable amount of bremsstrah-
lung caused by the b-emissions. The 9.5-mm (3/8-in)-thick
NaI(Tl) crystal commonly found in current SPECT systems

FIGURE 3. Rows show transverse-section SPECT images of, from
top to bottom, 131I-labeled tositumomab, 90Y-labeled ibritumomab
tiuxetan, 177Lu-labeled DOTATATE, and 111In-labeled ibritumomab
tiuxetan patient studies. Columns show, from left to right, images
reconstructed by OS-EM reconstruction without any corrections or
filtering, OS-EM with only attenuation compensation (a), OS-EM
with attenuation and scatter compensation (a,s), and OS-EM with
attenuation, scatter, and CDR compensation (a,s,c).

MIRD PAMPHLET NO. 23: QUANTITATIVE SPECT • Dewaraja et al. 1313

SPECT: currently used isotopes



SPECT: currently used isotopes

is best suited for photon energies up to 200 keV, but sys-
tems with thicker crystals should be used for imaging
higher-energy photons such as the 364-keV g-ray of 131I.
The projection-image matrix size (typically 642 or 1282)

should be selected by considering the appropriate balance
of spatial resolution and image noise. The ideal pixel size is
considered to be smaller than half the spatial resolution
(FWHM) of the SPECT system, measured at the center of
rotation, for the isotope being imaged. The pixel size (with
no zoom) can be calculated by dividing the digital field of
view (FOV) of the camera by the number of pixels per row.
For a SPECT camera with a FOVof 40 cm and an expected
resolution of 20 mm in FWHM, a 642 matrix (pixel size,
6.25 mm) would satisfy the sampling requirement; if the
expected resolution were 10 mm, however, a 1282 matrix
(pixel size, 3.125 mm) would be required. SPECT data can
be acquired using step-and-shoot or continuous gantry ro-
tation. The latter is the more efficient and is the method
of choice for a large number of projections. Body contour-
ing is preferred over a circular orbit, as it minimizes the
object-to-detector distance, thereby reducing the resolution-
degrading effects of the distance-dependent collimator blur-
ring. To minimize undersampling, the number of angular

views over 360! should be at least equal to the projection-
image matrix size (i.e., 128 views for a 1282 matrix). To mi-
nimize patient-motion artifacts, the total imaging time
should be less than 30 min. When target contours can be
obtained from a registered anatomic image, such as CT,
shorter SPECT acquisition times (similar to those used for
planar imaging) can give target activity estimates for which
statistical noise is not the primary limiting factor in reli-
ability (20). The acquisition energy window should be at
least twice as wide as the energy resolution (FWHM) of the
detector to avoid excessive count losses. Adjacent narrow
windows below and above the main energy window are
used if triple-energy-window scatter correction (21) is to
be implemented (Fig. 2). For radionuclides that have mul-
tiple photon emissions, the energies of the emissions, as
well as counting statistics, should be considered when
one is selecting the photopeak for imaging. For example,
for 111In, previous studies report similar accuracy using
either one or both photopeaks, but with reduced noise with
the latter (22,23). For bremsstrahlung imaging, the energy
window setting is important even though there are no pho-
topeaks in the energy spectrum (Fig. 2). Windows that in-
clude energies below 100 keV may prove challenging to

TABLE 2
Recent Physical Phantom Evaluations of SPECT Quantification of Radionuclides Relevant to Internal

Radionuclide Therapy as Well as 99mTc

Study Radionuclide System Reconstruction
Absolute quantification

accuracy

Zeintl et al.,
2010 (18)

99mTc SPECT/CT OS-EM, CDR, CT-derived
AC, energy window–based
SC, PVC

,6.8% error for 0.5- to
16-mL spheres

Dewaraja et al.,
2010 (37)

131I SPECT/CT OS-EM, CDR, CT-derived
AC, energy window–based SC

,17% error for 8- to 95-mL
spheres; 31% for 4-mL sphere

Assie et al.,
2010 (23)

111In SPECT
and CT
separate

OS-EM, CT-derived AC,
energy window–based
SC, PVC

,20% error for organs and 2- to
32-mL spheres; 48% error for
0.5-mL sphere

Shcherbinin et al.,
2008 (49)

99mTc, 111In, 123I, 131I SPECT/CT OS-EM, CDR, CT-derived
AC, analytic scatter modeling

3%–5% error for 32-mL bottles

Minarik et al.,
2008 (95)

90Y SPECT/CT OS-EM, CDR, CT-derived
AC, ESSE

,11% error for liver and
100-mL sphere

Willowson et al.,
2008 (19)

99mTc SPECT/CT OS-EM, CT-derived
AC, transmission-dependent
SC, PVC

,4% error for liver and cardiac
chambers

de Wit et al.,
2006 (59)

166Ho SPECT OS-EM, CDR, 153Gd
transmission source–derived
AC, Monte Carlo scatter
modeling

16% average error for 220-mL
bottles

Du et al.,
2006 (62)

123I SPECT/CT OS-EM, CDR, CT-derived AC,
ESSE, PVC

,2% error for putamen and
caudate regions of brain phantom

He at al,
2005 (52)

111In SPECT/CT OS-EM, CDR, CT-derived AC,
ESSE, PVC

,12% error for organs and 8- to
23-mL spheres

Koral et al.,
2005 (50)

131I SPECT
and CT
separate

OS-EM, CDR, CT-derived
AC, energy window–based
SC, PVC

,7% average error for 100-mL
sphere

AC 5 attenuation correction; SC 5 scatter correction.
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Dosimetry for MRT:

Group Model Model
ICRP - MIRD DER

Specific

Possibly the most important source of uncertainty?



S factor calculation: 
From ‘old’ MIRD 
phantoms

MIRDOSE3
Olinda



From ‘old’ MIRD 
phantoms

To more refined 
phantoms

S factor calculation: 

Clairand et al. (2000) PMB 45:2771-2785

150 cm 160 cm 170 cm



From ‘old’ MIRD 
phantoms

To more refined 
phantoms

To voxel-based 
phantoms

S factor calculation: 

Radiat. Env. Biophys (2001) 40:153-162
PMB (2002) 47:89-106

Golem

Holga

Donna Irene



Mass Adjustment

For SELF Irradiation Only 

€ 

Sr← r(patient) = Sr← r(standard)⋅
Massr (standard)
Massr(specific)

Divoli et al.  (2009) JNM 50(2):316-323



OLINDA mass adjustment

Model to adjusted-model!



Dosimetry for MRT:

Group Model Model
ICRP - MIRD DER

Specific
Model ± 
adjusted

Model ± realistic

Still «model-based» dosimetry - but easily implemented in a 
clinical environment!



Group Model Model
ICRP - MIRD DER

Specific
Model ± 
adjusted

Model ± realistic

Specific

Dosimetry for MRT:

Patient-specific dosimetry requires AT LEAST a specific 
determination of Ãh



Group Model Model
ICRP - MIRD DER

Specific
Model ± 
adjusted

Model ± realistic

Specific Specific

Specific S factor determination requires patient-specific 
geometry assessment

Dosimetry for MRT:



Patient CTPatient CT

Patient-Specific dosimetry:

voxelvoxel

SPECT



Patient specific dosimetry

Giap et al. Phys Med Biol. 1995, Mar;40(3):365-81



3D-ID MSKCC 

Patient specific dosimetry



RMDP (M Guy, RMH) NukDos (M Laßmann, UKW)

Therapy dosimetry



131I

SPECTSPECT

!!  Corrections:Corrections:

••  dead timedead time

••  attenuationattenuation

•• scatter scatter

!! Registration Registration

!!  Calculation of Calculation of ÃÃ
map at the voxel levelmap at the voxel level

OEDIPE softwareOEDIPE software
••  Specific voxel-basedSpecific voxel-based
geometrygeometry

•• Automatic segmentation Automatic segmentation
(lungs, bone, soft tissue and(lungs, bone, soft tissue and
air)air)

•• Manual segmentation Manual segmentation

CTCT

d0, d1, d3, ...

MCNPX

 S Chiavassa et al.  (2006) PMB 51:601-616

Patient-specific clinical dosimetry



Application : LipioCis™

• 194 x 140 x 90 voxels

• (2.21 x 2.21 x 4.42 mm3)

• Organ : 45 min (σ<2%)

• Voxel : 3.8 d (σ<10%)

 S Chiavassa et al.  (2006) PMB 51:601-616



Monte Carlo based dosimetry

Courtesy: E Spezi (Velindre, Cardiff)
Marcatili et al. Phys Med Biol 2013 58 2491-2508



Monte Carlo based dosimetry



Group Model Model
ICRP - MIRD DER

Specific
Model ± 
adjusted

Model ± realistic

Specific Specific Specific

Patient-specific dosimetry: ALL steps must be patient-specific

Dosimetry for MRT:



Conclusion

Patient-specific dosimetry is feasible

Huge literature in quantitative imaging/absorbed 
dose calculation (the methodology is there!)

Patient-specific dosimetry requires ALL steps to 
be patient-specific

BUT the biological/clinical end-point conditions 
the kind of approach that needs to be 
implemented!
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Radiopharmaceutical dosimetry:
Introduction & MIRD scheme
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For many years: diagnostic only

For new radiopharmaceuticals

 131I Thyroid therapy

Targeted Radionuclide Therapy (or MRT)

Radioimmunotherapy (RIT)

mIBG, PRRT, 

Bone pain palliation agents (Xofigo™), etc...

 Microspheres (SirSpheres/TheraSpheres),

Nuclear Medicine Dosimetry



Nuclear Medicine Dosimetry

Diagnostic procedures

Low amount of  radiation

Stochastic effects of  radiations

Radiation safety (ALARA)

Therapeutic procedures

Deterministic effects

Normal (critical) organ absorbed dose

Tumour absorbed dose



Therapy vs. Diagnostic

The goals are NOT the same

The required accuracy is NOT the same

For diagnostics: an estimate is OK

For therapy:

Comparative studies

Increase treatment efficacy/toxicity ratio

Pre-therapeutic study or during the treatment

Patient follow-up (absorbed dose accumulation)

Absorbed dose - effect relationship?



MIRD = Medical Internal Radiation Dose Committee

The MIRD Scheme

Committee of  the Society of  Nuclear Medicine (USA)
Mix group (physicians + physicists)

Publication via the SNM (JNM):
 25 Pamphlets
 20 Dose estimate reports
 3 Books

from 1968 to now...
No web server (see www.snm.org)
Main achievement: a global formalism for absorbed 
dose calculations in Nuclear Medicine



φ x,E0( ) = E
E0

AF: Absorbed Fraction, dimensionless

Φ x, E0( ) = φ x,E0( )
dm

SAF: Specific Absorbed Fraction, in g-1

Formalism

E0 Ex



D = E
dm

=
φ x, E0( ) ⋅E0

dm
D = Φ x,E0( ) ⋅E0

Mean absorbed dose in Gy (J/kg)

This is obtained without simplifying hypothesis,
Always true!

Absorbed dose definition



D k ← h( ) =
E
mk

=
φ k ← h( ) ⋅E0

mk

= Φ k ← h( ) ⋅E0

D Mean Absorbed Dose over target volume

Volume Generalisation

Source	  h Target	  k



φi k← h( ) = 0 if k ≠ h
φi k← h( ) = 1 if k = h

Depends on: 
  Organ size
  Particle range

D k ← k( ) =
φ k ← k( ) ⋅E0

mk

=
E0
mk

D k ← h( ) = 0

Non penetrating radiation



˙ D (t) k←h( ) = K ⋅ Ah(t) ⋅ ni
i
∑ Ei ⋅Φi k ← h( )

˙ D (t) k←h( ) = Ah (t) ⋅Δ ⋅Φ k ← h( )

The absorbed dose rate is the sum of  all contributions:

Sometimes seen as:

Radionuclide generalisation



Integration over time

D k←h( ) = ˙ D (t) k←h( )dt
t1

t2

∫

D k←h( ) = K ⋅ Ah(t) ⋅ ni
i
∑ Ei ⋅Φi k ← h( )dt

t1

t2

∫

D k←h( )
Mean absorbed dose (Gy)
in target k from source h



D k←h( ) = K ⋅ ni
i
∑ Ei ⋅Φi k ← h( ) ⋅ Ah(t)dt

t1

t2

∫

˜ A h = Ah (t)dt∫ Cumulated activity (Bq.s or µCi.h)
‘time integral of  the activity’

Time t

Ah(t)

Integration over time (2)



Activity	  detected	  decreases	  because:
•	  Vector	  washout	  (biological	  half-‐life)
•	  Radioactive	  decay	  (physical	  half-‐life)

Teff	  	  is	  the	  effective	  half-‐life

Ac
tiv

ity
 (B

q)

Time (s)

 A  (t)h

Cumulated activity



Residence time: τh

A0 is the injected activity

Ãh in Bq.s
A0 in Bq τh in s}

Time t

A0

τh

Ah(t)



€ 

D k←h( ) = K ⋅ ˜ A h ⋅ ni
i
∑ Ei ⋅ Φi k ← h( )

Summary: mean absorbed dose (Gy)
  Source h
  Target k
  Ãh nuclear transitions in source h (Bq.s)

Fundamental MIRD equation

Source	  h Target	  k



Simplified MIRD equation

Group all terms independent of  time:

MIRD Simplified Equation:

€ 

D k←h( ) = K ⋅ ˜ A h ⋅ ni
i
∑ Ei ⋅ Φi k ← h( )

€ 

S k←h( ) = K ⋅ ni
i
∑ Ei ⋅ Φi k← h( )

€ 

D k←h( ) = ˜ A h ⋅ S k←h( )

€ 

D k←h( )

A0

= τ h ⋅ S k←h( )or:



Summary
Determination of  Ãh

Quantitative imaging

TAC fitting

Use the relevant S factor

Absorbed dose calculations
€ 

D k←h( ) = ˜ A h ⋅ S k←h( )

Absorbed dose calculation:



Work of  the MIRD committee

Calculation scheme for 
radiopharmaceutical 
dosimetry

S value calculations

For several radionuclides

For several geometries

Using anthropomorphic 
phantoms

MIRD pamphlet 11



Anthropomorphic phantoms

VIP-Man: an image-based whole-body adult male model e X. G.  Xu ET AL. 477

have led to a “family” of models having both sexes at
various ages (Cristy and Eckerman  1987). Others have
developed similar models known as the “Adam” and
“Eva” (Kramer et al. 1982). One of the most recent
improvements is a newly revised head and brain model
(Bouchet et al, 1996). These MIRD-based models have
served practically as the “standard” to the health physics
community, Fig. 1 shows exterior and cut-away views of
the mathematical models. Several groups of researchers
worldwide have used these MIRD-based mathematical
models extensively, with different Monte Carlo computer
codes, to calculate internal and external organ doses for
a variety of health physics applications involving photon,
electron, neutron, and proton sources. For a comprehen-
sive listing of papers and discussions, the readers are
referred to ICRU Report 48 (1992) and ICRP Publication
74 (1996). For more than two decades, MIRD-based
mathematical models allowed the radiation protection
community to gain important insights into the distribu-
tion of organ doses that were difficult or impossible to
study with physical phantoms.

It is clear, however, that the human anatomy is too
complex to be realistically modeled with a limited set of
equations. As such, many anatomical details in the
mathematical models had to be compromised. In spite of
the effort to develop more complicated mathematical
models, they remain simplified and crude. For instance,
the skeleton in the MIRD mathematical model does not
resemble a human, and the radiosensitive red bone
marrow is not represented. Many researchers have begun
to realize that today’s computers are so powerful that it is
technically y10  longer necessary to limit the geometry
representation to overly simplified shapes. The medical
community had already started using advanced imaging
techniques, such as Computed Tomography (CT) and

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MR.I), to study patient-
specific anatomy. These new technologies suggest new
types of body models for health physics dosimetry that
are image-based and realistic.

Image-based models
3-D medical imaging techniques, such as CT and

MRI, have advanced remarkably,*allowing us to easily
visualize the internal structures of the body and to store
the images in versatile digital formats, In the past few
years, the radiotherapy community (e.g., the Peregrine
Project) has begun to use Monte Carlo techniques with
patient CT images for clinical treatment dose optimiza-
tion (Hartmann Siantar et al. 1997). Compared to the
medical community, however, health physicists face at
least the following unique and intractable technical
challenges: 1) Whole-body models are needed for most
health physics applications, but medical images are taken
only for a portion of the body (CT procedures expose the
patients to intense x rays and MRI is time-consuming); 2)
A large amount of internal organs/tissues have to be
identified and segmented for organ dose calculations in
health physics, while, in radiotherapy, only the tumor
volume needs to be specified; 3) The size of a whole-
body model can be potentially too big for computers and
Monte Carlo codes to handle; and 4) Health physics
dosimetry involves photons, electrons, neutrons, and
protons, but the majority of the clinical radiotherapy
procedures involve only photon/electron beams or seeds
(a few centers also involve neutron or proton beams).

Because of these issues, only a few groups have
successfully constructed image-based whole-body mod-
els (e.g., Zubal et al. 1994; Jones 1997; Hickman and
Firpo 1997; Petoussi-He@  and Zankl 1998). However,
these models have some of the following shortcomings:

Fig. 1. MIRD-based mathematical adult male model showing (a) exterior view; (b) skeleton and internal organs; (c)
detailed GI track; and (d) a recently revised MIRD head and brain model.
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In «real» life: there will be different radiation sources,
And absorbed dose needs to be calculated for ≠ targets...
Depends on the application...

Using the MIRD scheme
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Quick discussion on the new nomenclature

• Explicit mention of  irradiation time (TD)
• More “ICRP compliant” (radiation weighting factor, Effective Dose,…)

« Time-integrated activity » vs. «cumulated activity»

« Time-integrated activity coefficient » vs. «residence time»

Be careful with the new nomenclature…

D rk( ) =
Ah ⋅S rk ←rh( )

D rT ,TD( ) = A rS,TD( ) ⋅S rT ← rS, t( )

A rS,TD( )
a rS,TD( )



Conclusion

The MIRD FORMALISM is valid for both 
diagnostics and therapy...
MIRD S values:

Impressive database
Can be used (for diagnostic) easily (tables)
For radiation safety
For a model rather than YOUR patient

Therapy requires patient-specific dosimetry:
Quantitative imaging (Ã)
Patient-specific S values



MIRD	  formalism	  ≠	  MIRD	  S	  Factors
	   One	  can	  use	  the	  MIRD	  formalism
	   AND	  compute	  one’s	  OWN	  S	  Factors	  

As	  a	  consequence:	  Writing	  «dosimetry	  was	  performed	  using	  the	  MIRD	  formalism	  
is	  NOT	  sufficient!

The	  dosimetric	  approach	  should	  be	  described:
How	  Ã	  was	  obtained	  
How	  S	  was	  obtained

Cf:	  EANM	  Dosimetry	  Committee	  Guidance	  document	  (2010):	  «Good	  practice	  of	  
clinical	  dosimetry	  reporting»

Conclusion
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